
 

Still Loving You Nonetheless Chapter 1451 
"What are you talking about?" With his brows arched, Josiah asked, "Liam, are you trying to start a fight 
again? II 
 
Back then in this study, both of them had a fight because of Meredith. 
 
But Meredith was not the person that he cared for the most at that time, hence Liam did not go all in 
during the fight with Josiah. 
 
"I'm not going to do that," Liam smiled and went on, "and seeing how you've been good to me lately, I 
will not try to take Edith away from you." 
 
"Liam is only not fighting with you because all he cares about right now is Ivy, there's no space in his 
heart for me." Meredith shot a glare at Josiah and said, "Can you please use that brain of yours to think 
before getting all jealous?" 
 
Josiah ruffled her hair and said, "What can I do? Men and women are the same when it comes to love. In 
front of the person that they love, they just lose all of their rationality." 
 
Liam handed the empty bowl to them and winced, "Oh stop it will the both of you? Go back to your 
house if you want to act all lovey-dovey, stop rubbing it in my face." 
 
Meredith glanced at the ICU room and asked, "Has Miss Ivy not been transferred to the normal wards 
yet? I wish to see her." 
 
to move 
 
I'll 
 
not come tomorrow instead?" Josiah wrapped his arm around her shoulders and said, "Liam is secretly 
hoping that you’d give him and Ivy some space. He might even wish that you'd never 
 
do you always talk like this?" Meredith glared at him for the tenth 
 
saying what Liam wants to say," Josiah went on, "you can ask him if you don't believe 
 
and said to Meredith, "come tomorrow, will you? I want to spend some 
 
was right." Josiah arched his 
 
I'll drop by 
 
leaving now. Take 
 
"Mm, see you later." 
 
spent the rest of the 
 
into the ward by the nurses. The medical equipment that was all over her body earlier had been 



 
 
softly, "V, you got me really worried about you, 
 
who was still drowsy, 
 
"V, I am really sorry. It is all 
 
"But God took mercy on me and you. He allowed you to live." Looking at her pale face, Liam said softly, 
"V, you hear me, don't you? 
 
Ivy though, slowly closed her eyes. 
 
Liam suddenly felt nervous. "V, do you not want to hear me talk? Am I annoying you? 
 
"It's okay, if you think that I'm being noisy, I'll stop talking and just stay by your side quietly." He stroked 
her cheek with his hand and went on, "Get some sleep if you're tired." 
 
Ivy still had her eyes closed. 
 
When night came, Ivy still had her eyes closed. 
 
In the end, Liam could not stand it anymore and went to ask about her condition. 
 
Looking through her medical charts, the doctor explained, "It is normal for the patient to behave this 
way as she had a history of mental illness. Let's see how she is tomorrow." 
 
"But back then when she was mentally ill, she would still interact with me. She loved to talk to me." 
 
"Miss Ivy is still drowsy and talking would just trigger her wounds. Perhaps that is why she is choosing to 
stay silent." 


